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Development Bank of the Nation for
Fostering Rural Prosperity.

MISSION
Promote sustainable and equitable agriculture
and rural development through participative financial and
non-financial interventions, innovations, technology and
institutional development for securing prosperity.

NABARD INITIATIVES
India continues to remain a largely agrarian society
even in the current, rapidly developing, industrial and
technological environment. With over 65% of its
population earning a livelihood via agriculture, climate
change is making a critical impact on the Nation’s
economic progress. 55% of currently cultivable land is
still rainfall dependent. With production from these
fields contributing to a high 42% of the Nation’s total
food production, these tracts of land define the trend
of India’s food security futures.

A majority of the population living in the rainfed areas
is presently caught in a vicious cycle of poverty, leading
to a low-productivity trap. Extreme poverty leads to
reduced investment capacity that shrinks production
yield year on year, greatly impacting crop productivity
levels. With scarce opportunities for alternative
means of livelihood, income levels of residents
continue to deplete, posing serious threats to their
ability to invest in long term, farm focussed processes.
Moreover, exogenous risks emanating from
environmental causes like climate change aggravate
the cultivators’ distress; negatively impacting the longterm sustainability of agriculture across vast terrains.
While erratic rainfall patterns are leading to severe soil
erosion in parts of the country, in others, it is impacting
the percolation process critical to maintain the
balance of ground water levels. Further, vastly
fluctuating temperature and humidity levels play
truant with cultivation seasons.
At NABARD, dedicated programmes, implemented via
the Watershed Development Fund {WFD} and the
Indo-German Watershed Development Programme
{IGWDP}, since 1990, focus on building a robust and
tenable agro-economic structure.
One such initiative is the Soil Protection and
Rehabilitation of Degraded Lands for Food
Security project, that is being

implemented in collaboration with KfW,
Germany. With a two-fold objective - to first,
strengthen the adaptive capacity of communities in
the watershed areas and second, reduce their
vulnerability to climate change factors - the
programme is targeting both soil health and ensuring
improved food and nutritional security for the people.
Through effective soil and water conservation
methods; scientifically achieved, land reclamation
techniques and enhanced soil productivity and health
measures, the programme is expected to help build
crop resilience to climate change; thereby improving
income levels and income generation opportunities
for these communities.
The programme is being implemented in the
successfully completed watershed areas of Andhra
Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Karnataka, Odisha and
Telangana. 32 vulnerable districts were identified,
within these states based on the ‘Rainfed Areas
Prioritization Index’ (RAPI) (pl. see box). Post an indepth analysis and short preliminary survey,
Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA), 123 watershed
projects were earmarked by the concerned Regional
Offices of NABARD.
The Project Facilitating Agencies (PFAs) were given a
clear mandate to assess the vulnerability of identified
areas, to climate change. Their teams engaged with
villagers, VWC and SHG members to analyse the
impact of climate change on communities in each
sector. The PFAs studied the availability of natural
resources in each of the identified districts besides
understanding it’s level of environmental degradation
and developmental need-based issues that influenced
the area’s socio-economic dynamics. Observations
were made on the incidence of climate variability; it’s
impact and the adaptive response of the effected
communities.

RAPI INDEX: Realizing the importance of characterization of rainfed areas of the country and
prioritization of the districts based on natural resource and livelihood indicators, National
Rainfed Area Authority (NRAA) identified two premier institutes namely Central Research
Institute for Dryland Agriculture (CRIDA), Hyderabad and Indian Agricultural Statistics Research
Institute (IASRI), New Delhi to work on two components, viz., natural resources and livelihood
status, and integrate the outcome to prioritize the rainfed areas of the country.
CRIDA developed a “Natural Resource Index” (NRI) comprising of nine variables, viz. rainfall,
frequency of drought, available water content, extent and per cent of degraded and wastelands,
irrigation intensity, extent and per cent of rainfed areas and ground water status. Similarly, IASRI
constructed an “Integrated Livelihoods Index” (ILI), which is a composite of three sub-indices,
viz., socio-economic index, health and sanitation index and infrastructure index. Both NRI and ILI
were constructed as a weighted sum of the relevant variables with weights generated from
principal component analysis (PCA). The NRI and ILI are measured in the scale of 0 to 1. Lower the
value in the scale, higher will be the vulnerability of climate change. Rainfed Areas Prioritization
Index (RAPI) was derived by assigning two-thirds weight to natural resource (NR) priority index
and one-third weight to livelihood priority index as suggested by subject matter specialists. In
order to rank and prioritize the districts in descending order, the combined value of NRI and ILI is
deducted from the numerical number 1 and districts are ranked accordingly under RAPI. Based
on this, high priority rainfed districts are identified for taking up crop and livestock-based
interventions.

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION – CURRENT STATUS
123 projects have been sanctioned, across five states. From a budgeted outlay of
INR 607.70 million totally, INR 138.5 million has been released as on 31/12/2017.
STATE

NO OF PROJECTS
SANCTIONED

AMOUNT SANCTIONED
(IN RS LAKH)

AMOUNT RELEASED AS ON
31.12.2017 (IN RS LAKH)

Andhra Pradesh

38

1857.00

744.52

Chattisgarh

17

833.00

272.60

Karnataka

30

1418.00

622.22

Odisha

18

893.00

366.01

Telangana

20

1076.00

461.70

123

6077.00

2467.05

Total

PFAs have ensured that all programme related
activities are being implemented on schedule. Major
interventions covered under the programme are:
• Additional soil conservation measures as well as
promotion of these measures to improve soil
fertility and productivity
• Promotion of sustainable farming methods
• Productivity enhancement and effective natural
resource management practices
• Climate change resilient farming practices, that
include weather based advisory services to farmers
• Implementation of measures to improve
nutritional security
• Promotion of livelihood options
• Capacity building and institution building
• Climate risk mitigation programmes, such as
coverage of all farmers under Prime Minister’s
Fasal Bima Yojana (PMFBY); promotion of Farmers’
Producer Organisations (FPOs) and market
linkages for better price realisation.

Districts selected in the states:
Andhra Pradesh (5); Chhattisgarh (7);
Karnataka (12); Odisha (4); Telangana (3)

EARLY IMPACT INDICATORS
The programme interventions focus at equipping the
farmers with both knowledge and ability to achieve
better productivity, despite the vagaries of nature
during the Kharif season. The enthusiastic response
received from all stakeholders, is giving the
programme a tremendous boost.
• 15,936 farmers participated in soil testing. They
received Soil Health Cards that enabled application
of relevant and timely nutrients to the soil.
• 3577-hectare of cropped area was covered with Tank
Silt, resulting in a healthier and higher yield of the
Kharif crop.

• 1680 (approx.) farmers adopted crop rotation
practices and are expecting an increase in crop
yields.
• 3282 farmers and SHG members received kitchen
garden kits that will enable cultivation of nutritious
vegetables for personal consumption as well as
generate small income opportunities. An
encouraging number of women participants were
benefitted from this programme and are empowered
as supportive earning members.
• 3944 farmers were linked to weather based agroadvisory services provided by India Meteorological
Department (IMD). Five Automated Weather
Stations were established in Odisha state, which
enabled timely planning of agricultural operations
based on a scientific pre-determination of weather
vagaries.

• 2552 farmers followed the advisory of deep
ploughing the land during summers to reduce the
incidence of a pest attack on their crops and
improving moisture retention capabilities of soil
even during dry spells. The technique showed
immediate results for the farmers during the 2017
Kharif season, despite the erratic Monsoon impact
in the year.

• 16 Farmers’ Producer Organisations (FPOs), created
so far, have designed successful market linkages,
ensuring smoother and fairer practices.

• Farmers on 1724-hectare area implemented the
crop diversification technique. Its success has
encouraged other farmers to adopt the method in
the coming season.

• 2000 training programmes conducted by PFAs have
empowered participating farmers with the various
aspects of Climate Change adaptation and Climate
Change resilient farming practices.

FARMERS’ DESK

DIGGING DEEP FOR PROFIT
The Vengamvaripalle watershed project in Chittoor
district of Andhra Pradesh, is among the 38 KfW Soil
Projects successfully implemented in the state. Put
into effect in Balinayanipalle village, by the PFA, Gram
Vikas Samstha, the move from traditional to modern
ploughing techniques was a slow but sure success.
The 55-year-old, S. Narasimhulu, had surrendered to
his low yielding, two-acre, rainfed, plot of land. Using
traditional methods of cultivation, he has been
cultivating groundnut with Horse-gram as an intercrop
in one acre.

Narasimhulu, who had completed sowing his fields by
2nd July 2017, received no response to his pleas from
the rain Gods for over a month. Disappointed and
stressed, he says, “I thought, all the crops would be lost
in the dry spell. But to my surprise, the deep ploughed
section of the field managed to support a normal,
healthy crop growth with a rich green lustre across
while the area cultivated under the traditional method
was withering and wilting early. Had I taken the
Samstha officer’s advice, my entire crop would have
been saved”.
The pleasantly surprised farmer observed that his field
had yielded a good vegetative growth, that season.
Weeding was substantially lesser; while there was a
noticeable increase of about 20 to 25% pods in the
new crop as compared to the crop grown by traditional
methods.
The farm received adequate and balanced rainfall at
the time of flowering and pod formation, but
Narsimhulu feels the deep trenched part of the field
displayed a better ability to retain moisture as
compared to the rest.

Submitting to the truant nature of Monsoon in the
region, he had come to terms with receiving an
average yield of 500 kg groundnut.
Over the years, the district has come to expect poor or
uneven rainfall, followed by long dry spells, year on
year. With little or no supplementary irrigation
facilities, the region experiences soil hardening due to
lack of ground moisture. In turn, impacting crop yield
and profitability, negatively.
Under the KfW Soil project, our PFA educated
Narasimhulu on the benefits of the deep ploughing
technique. Impressing upon him the advantages of
using the method in the summer months to enable
better moisture retention during dry periods, the PFA
convinced the reluctant farmer to use the
methodology on just half an acre of his land. To
encourage him further, he was given groundnut seeds
on a 50% subsidy from the State Agriculture
Department.
As predicted, the July 2017 Monsoon did not live up to
farmer expectations, yet again.

Despite a disappointing monsoon, the October 2017
harvest gave Narsimhulu’s family much to celebrate.
His fields yielded almost 200kg more groundnut than
the previous years. Charged with positivity and hope,
he says, “After so many years, I have not just recovered
my investment but made a little profit as well. It’s such
a simple technique but has such a significant impact. I
will certainly implement this method across my entire
field next summer. Everybody should dig deep for
profits.”

FARMERS’ DESK

BARREN LAND TO BOUNTIFUL FUTURES
Budra Baghel, a Mahara tribal from Koypal village,
mapped 20 km from Chhatisgarh’s Jagdalpur city, is an
owner of 6 acres of farm land; 50% of which is barren.

cultivation, which he implemented on his fertile land
immediately. On a fresh 3-acre plot, he cultivated the

The constant run-off caused by the heavy lashing of
rainfall, washes away the fertile rich top soil of the
fields in this area. Most farmers like Budra are unable
to check this soil erosion and leave large sections of
their fields, un-cultivated.
NABARD tied up with Social Education and Basic
Awareness (SEBA), an NGO working closely with
farmers of the region, to launch various interventions
under the KfW Soil project in Koypal village.
In the initial intervention stages, the team created
farm bundings across fields, that did not have any.
Budra’s land was also covered at this stage, including
the 3-acre barren land. A small farm pond was also
constructed on this barren plot to ensure that the runoff water is contained and used for crop cultivation.
Moreover, the rich top soil also gets collected at the
bottom of the pond.
Furthermore, with the help of the NGO team, the
farmer was trained on the SRI method of paddy

Niger and Ragi crops while using the space besides the
farm pond for vegetable farming. Being a receptive
learner and a hard-working farmer, Budra enjoyed a
bumper harvest and a 3 times growth in his net
income. Now using his land to full capacity, yielding
higher productivity goals, Budra is hopeful of
becoming self-sufficient in the near future.

FARMERS’ DESK

A SMALL CHANGE FOR BIG GAINS

Ramesh Thimappa, a Kallahalli farmer from the
Chitradurga district of Karnataka, is a graduate in
Arts, with the responsibility of a large 14-member
family. While he owns a 4-acre farm land, only 1.5
acre of this land has been cultivable over the
years. Four years of continuous drought had
turned every farmer’s fortune arid in this region.
Ramesh was not spared either. Growing Maize on
his 1.5-acre irrigated land, led to no profits and
means to invest in bettering his condition. The
Franciscan Sisters of Mary, a PFA group from
Hosadurga, launched the KfW Soil project in
Ramesh’s village. Motivated by the training
programme implemented under the project,
Ramesh tried out the suggested modern
methodology on a 1-acre plot.
As advised by the PFA, Ramesh treated his plot of
land with Tank Silt before deep ploughing it in
time for the next sowing season. This time, he
opted, to grow tomatoes instead of maize. He had
mastered the art of tomato cultivation from a
progressive farmer of Hanagal District, Haveri.
Ramesh, along with other farmers of his village,
were exposed to and encouraged to engage with

these progressive farmers by the PFA, who
regularly planned an exposure trip for the
farmers.
An enthusiastic learner, Ramesh applied the
learning from subject experts to his fields
regularly and reaped a rich harvest both in terms
of crop and profits, that year. The tomato crop
yielded a gross returns of Rs. 20,000/- daily and
led to an overall profit of Rs. 1,20,000/- for the
season.
Other than profits, the season brought Ramesh a
lot of popularity as he managed to distribute a
substantial quantity of his produce amongst
family, friends and the landless families in the
village. Today, the overjoyed farmer recounts, ‘It
was so simple but, I had just not explored an
alternate way of thinking before. The project has
helped me change my life and bring hope and
happiness to my family.’

FARMERS’ DESK

DURGA RANI MANZI
PLOUGHING A PATHWAY TO PROGRESS
Durga continues to be at the forefront of a
revolutionary change. She has formed an SHG of her
village women and is motivating other women to step
out and cultivate vegetables and ensure self-reliance
for themselves. To strengthen their hands, the project
team provided the group with a solar submersible
pump and a drip irrigation system, to ensure seamless
irrigation throughout the fields.
The produce cultivated by the SHG generated a
healthy profit via smooth linkages with nearby
markets, earning every member of the group Rs
8,500/- from the sale of vegetables.

Durga Rani Manzi is an inspiration to all. A tribal from the
village Handipuhan in Mayurbhanj district of Odisha,
she tends to her husband, a TB patient, two daughters
and in-laws even as she toils on her 3.5-acre land as the
sole bread winner of the household.
Progressive in thought, Durga Rani was one of the
foremost women participants of training programmes
conducted in her village by our PFA. Armed with the
learnings, she dug a farm pond on her land to ensure
adequate irrigation to her 1.5-acre land, where she
cultivated transplanted paddy using the SRI method.
Using Azola as green manure, Durga reaped a rich
harvest of paddy and profits.
Not one to rest on her laurels, she reinvested her
profits to expand the farm pond. Today, she has added
fishery to her list of income generating sources and
ensured a healthier and progressive lifestyle for
herself and her family.

True to her name, Durga has impacted a huge change
in her immediate surroundings too. Having
successfully treated her husband, she has motivated
him to open a cycle repair shop and is ensuring her
daughters receive the right education, that they
deserve. She has truly ploughed a pathway to progress
for herself and others in her village.

FARMERS’ DESK

A SMALL CHANGE FOR LARGE ORGANIC GAINS
Sri Venkat Reddy, a small farmer from Enkatala village
in Vikarabad District, Telangana, is completely
dependent on his 3.20-acre farm land. As such, he has
focused his efforts at cultivating cash crops like cotton,
tomatoes and vegetables over the last 2 decades.

as well as Jeevamrutha (fertilizer made of cow dung
and cow urine) every 15 days.
The organic pesticides could easily be prepared on his
farm using cow dung, cow urine and locally available
plant materials; reducing his cost burden
tremendously.
Within a short span of time, the crop began to get
rejuvenated and Venkat could enjoy a harvest for over
5 more times in the season. Each time yielding an
average of 12 quintals.
Venkat ended the season on a high, having turned his
losses into a healthy profit of over Rs. 75,000/- only on
one crop, over one acre.
As he recollected later, his produce from the latter
harvest commanded a higher price due to its healthier
and shinier appearance and improved taste.

A prudent farmer, Reddy divided his field intelligently
during the Kharif season of 2017. Allocating 2 acres to
cotton, 1 to brinjal and 0.20 to tomatoes, he was
looking at certain profits. But, the first harvest of
brinjal exposed the field to shoot borer and
threatened to ruin the entire brinjal yield. In sheer
desperation, Venkat resorted to spraying chemical
pesticide on the crop. Not once but repeatedly.
However, his efforts came to naught, when the
infestation refused to be stemmed despite all efforts.
All he was left with was huge losses incurred in the
process of land preparation, seed purchase, labour,
fertilizers and most obviously the chemical pesticides,
that were impacting his crop for the year.
At a farmers’ meet organized by the Rights Education
and Development (READ) group, a PFA, on sustainable
cropping methods, Venkat had an opportunity to
discuss his problem with an expert. Following the
suggestion, he went on to disbud the pest-affected
branches and moved from chemical pesticides to
spraying Agni Astra (an organic pest-control solution)

Going forward, Venkat applied his new-found
learnings on his cotton and tomato crop also. Though
yet to be harvested, these crops are sure to benefit
from the organic turn of events.
We have gained a strong brand ambassador, who
propagates and motivates farmers to take the small
leap towards larger organic gains.

List of prioritised States (5) and districts (32)
with number of projects (123)
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